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Introduction:
Nlets, the International Justice and Public Safety Information Sharing Network, is a message switching
system serving the criminal justice community. It provides for inter- and intra-state transmission of
criminal justice and related information. Nlets is supported by a central computer system located at the
Nlets Data Center facility in Northern Phoenix, through which all Nlets traffic to federal, state and local
law enforcement and state motor vehicle offices is routed.
The Registration Inquiry transactions are some of the most commonly used transactions on Nlets. A
typical inquiry will be sent through the inquirer’s DPS via their state switch to Nlets. Nlets forwards the
massage to the requested destination(s). The DPS in the destination state will receive the inquiry and
request the registration information from its Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV). The retrieved
registration information is then returned to the inquirer along the same route.
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Until 2009, the Nlets legacy system had no national standard defining the format or content of the detailed
vehicle and registration records exchanged through Nlets. Because of this, when law enforcement
personnel in one state request information on a vehicle whose records are located in another state,
responses containing state-specific data elements, formats and definitions are returned. The requesting
officer must contend with 51 potentially different sets of registration data.
AAMVA has a standard which is used to communicate information about Vehicles and Registrations
between DMVs and their business partners. Because the vehicle information transmitted over Nlets
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originates at the DMV, it has been possible to standardize the Nlets vehicle and registration responses by
utilizing the AAMVA standard already in use.
In 2009, Nlets convened a committee that included members of the Nlets community along with
representatives from AAMVA to draft the CANDLE specification (CANDLE is an acronym for
Collaboration between AAMVA and Nlets for Driver License Exchange).
At the time, the Department of Justice built an XML data model to facilitate the exchange of information
between parties in the justice community. The model was called the Global Justice XML Data Model
(GJXDM). To determine which of the GJXDM elements to include in the response message, the
CANDLE committee selected the Registration elements that were needed by law enforcement in the Nlets
Registration transactions.
In 2012 Nlets reconvened the committed to update the CANDLE specification. By that time a new XML
data model called the National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) was created as an outgrowth of the
GJXDM Project. The traditional GJXDM data elements were incorporated into the NIEM data model as
the JXDM NIEM Subdomain and standalone support for the GJXDM data model expired. The CANDLE
specification was updated to use the data elements from the NIEM model to replace the GJXDM
elements. Additional Data Elements were added to the specification as well to address the growing needs
of the DMV data exchange communicate. At the time of the drafting of that specification, the NIEM data
model was at version 2.0
In 2021 Nlets reconvened the committed again to update the CANDLE specification. As of 2021 the
NIEM Data model is at version 5.0. The 2021 CANDLE update, as described in this documentation,
replaces NIEM 2.0 data components with their equivalent NIEM 5.0 components, Additional data
elements have also been added in this round of updates to meet the evolving needs of the DMV exchange
community.
Individual states have their own element definitions that are used within their state to support their own
laws and rules. The standardized response is designed to be used for communicating between states. The
standardized response, however, may be used as a model for the in-state messages as well.
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Schemas for the Messages:
To assist in the implementation of the standardized responses, XML schemas have been built for the
Vehicle and Registration responses. These schemas define the content and format of the XML messages.
They are designed to be imported into the payload part of the Nlets XML Registration Response messages
(types RR and RNR).
The two schemas are the Registration Match List schema and the Registration Status schema. The state
providing a response to an inquiry will populate the payload of the response message using the format
described in one of these schemas.
The Registration Match List schema includes a summary list of matches found. It is used when an inquiry
resulted in multiple matches being found on a states records (i.e. a RNQ registration inquiry by name and
date of birth may locate multiple vehicles). Rather than return all the details of all the matches, a summary
list is returned. The inquirer can then make a more precise inquiry to select the details of an individual
match.
The Registration Status schema is used when an inquiry resulted in a single match on the states.
The schemas were built using the NIEM Core release 5.0 and the JXDM NIEM subdomain release 7.0.
The NIEM Core and JXDM subdomain contains XML definitions of information used in the justice
community and is designed to facilitate the sharing of information in that community. The Registration
schemas use the NIEM by referencing the elements in the NIEM, JXDM and Emergency Management
subdomains, hence picking up their definitions.
The full list of namespaces used are as follows:
Domain

Prefix

URI

NIEM Core

nc

http://release.niem.gov/niem/niem-core/5.0/

JXDM

j

http://release.niem.gov/niem/domains/jxdm/7.0/

Any time additional elements need to be added to an entity beyond what is defined in the NIEM core
specification, a derived version of the element is created in a separate schema subset and added to the n2c
namespace whose URI is “http://www.nlets.org/niem/nlets-core/2.0”. These n2c derived elements are
substitutable in an XML document for the element upon which they are based. By way of example if the
schema allows for a nc:DriverLicense element at a particular location in an XML document, the
n2c:DriverLicense element should be placed there instead
In order to allow for the base components of the response (RegistrationStatusand RegistrationMatch) to
be useable in contexts beyond the Nlets transaction, the definition for those elements exist in their own
schemas along with their own namespaces and prefixes:
Element

Prefix

URI

RegistrationStatus

nrs2

http://www.nlets.org/niem/nlets-driver-status/2.0

RegistrationMatch

nrm2

http://www.nlets.org/niem/nlets-registration-status/2.0
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The Prior version of the CANDLE Specification contained elements for both a code and a textual
description of a given property. The Code based elements were constrained to a specific list of values and
the Textual based elements allows for any content. Given the challenges within the community of being
able to make the data available in the data repositories match the constants of the Code elements, this
version of the CANDLE specification has done away with Code based elements entirely. It will, however,
be our official recommendation that the content of the Textual based elements be the same as the Code
based elements
A DMV or a DPS may hold additional information about a vehicle or registration (i.e. ownership
information specific to the state). A method for extending the response has been included in the solution
to allow additional information to be incorporated.
In the message descriptions below, there are four columns: Entity, XML Type/Size, Min - Max and
Explanation. A brief explanation of each column is contained in the following bulleted items.
• The Entity column lists the XML tag name of the element or attribute in the message. Where
possible, GJXDM elements are used. These elements are prefixed with the "j2:" name space.
The GJXDM convention for naming elements has the first letter of the tag in upper case, while
attributes start with a lower case letter. The column also indicates nesting of the element in the
XML structure by using a dash to indicate each level of nesting.
• The XML Type/Size column indicates the format of the element. XML types are specified for
elementary elements. XML types include:
-string
string (coded)
year
month
date
decimal
integer
nonNegativeInteger
boolean
(attribute)
•

•

a group elements that holds sub-elements, they hold nothing that
requires a format
an alpha-numeric string of characters (the escape characters "<", ">",
"&", "'" and """ should be replaced by their entity references)
an alpha-numeric string of characters that holds a coded value defined
in an enumerated list of the schema.
a year in the format “yyyy”
a month in the format “--mm”
a date in the format "yyyy-mm-dd"
a number that includes decimal places
a whole number
a positive whole number
a "1" for true or a "0" for false
an XML attribute of the proceeding element

The Min – Max column indicates the minimum and maximum number of repetitions of an
element. Most of the elements have a cardinality which allows the element to be omitted, this had
to be done because not all states have all the elements. So if a state does not have access to a
particular element, the element mat be omitted from the response.
The Explanation column contains a description of the element.
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Registration Match List Response:
The following table is a summary of the Registration Match List Responses.
XML Type /
Size

Min Max

nrm2:RegistrationMatch

--

0-1

-n2c:Caveat

--

0-∞

string

0-1

The Text of the Caveat

-nrm2:IndividualMatch

--

0-1

The details of the Registration

--n2c:Vehicle

--

0-1

---nc:VehicleIdentification

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

-----nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

---n2c:VehicleMakeText

string

0-∞

Entry

--nc:CaveatText

----nc:IdentificationID
----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
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Explanation
The business data returned in response to a
Registration Inquiry when multiple matches
are found.
Contains any information the consumer or the
response should know about the response
itself

Describes inherent and frequently associated
characteristics of a Vehicle.
A unique combination of alphanumeric
characters that identifies a specific vehicle. A
vehicle identification number is normally
imprinted by the manufacturer and attached
to the vehicle in specific locations, but is
occasionally assigned by titling or registration
agencies. Sometimes referred to as a VIN,
VIN number.
An identifier
An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
A code identifying the manufacturer of a
vehicle. This value should be consistent with
the NCIC VMA codes.
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string

0-∞

A code identifying the specific design or type
of vehicle made by a manufacturer.
Sometimes referred to as the series model.

---n2c:ConveyanceRegistration

--

0-∞

A description of the registration of a vehicle.

----j:RegistrationEffectiveDate

--

0-∞

A date the current registration becomes
effective. This may or may not be the original
registration date.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date the current registration expires.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

----n2c:RegistrationHolder

--

0-∞

A person or organization to whom a
registration is issued.

-----n2c:Person

--

0-∞

A person to whom a registration is issued.

------nc:PersonBirthDate

--

0-∞

A date a person was born.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

------nc:PersonEyeColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the eyes of a person.

------nc:PersonHairColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the hair of a person.

------nc:PersonHeightMeasure

--

0-∞

A measurement of the height of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

--

0-∞

A name by which a person is known.

-------nc:PersonGivenName

string

0-∞

A first name of a person.

-------nc:PersonMiddleName

string

0-∞

A middle name of a person.

-------nc:PersonSurName

string

0-∞

A last name or family name of a person.

---n2c:VehicleModelText

----j:RegistrationExpirationDate

-------nc:MeasureValueText
-------nc:MeasureDate

-------nc:MeasureUnitText
------nc:PersonName
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-------nc:PersonNameSuffixText

string

0-∞

-------nc:PersonFullName

string

0-∞

------nc:PersonRaceText

string

0-∞

------nc:PersonSexText

A component that is appended after the
family name that distinguishes members of a
family with the same given, middle, and last
name, e.g., Jr, Sr, III, or otherwise qualifies
the name (e.g., MD, LLD, PhD).
A first full name (to be used if the name
cannot be broken down to the individual
elements)
A classification of a person based on factors
such as geographical locations and genetics.
The choices for the code are:
• ASIAN
• BLACK
• AMERICAN INDIAN
• UNKNOWN
• WHITE
The gender or sex of a person.
Include the standard description of the
period. The choices for the text are:
• FEMALE
• MALE
• UNKNOWN
A 9-digit numeric identifier assigned to a
living person by the U.S. Social Security
Administration. A social security number of a
person. Sometimes referred to as a SSN.

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A measurement of the weight of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

------nc:PersonSSNIdentification
-------nc:IdentificationID
-------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
--------nc:JurisdictionText
------nc:PersonWeightMeasure
-------nc:MeasureValueText
-------nc:MeasureDate
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An identifier.
An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
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-------nc:MeasureUnitText

string

0-∞

------n2c:DriverLicense

--

0-∞

-------j:DriverLicenseIdentification

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

-----nc:GenericEntity

--

0-∞

A name of an entity to whom a registration is
issued. Used when it is not known if the
registrant is a person or an organization.

------nc:EntityName

string

0-∞

An Name to whom a registration is issued.

------nc:EntityContactInformation

--

0-∞

A set of contact information for an entity.

-------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

The mailing address of a person or
organization.

--------nc:IdentificationID
--------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
---------nc:JurisdictionText

------n2c:PersonResidentialAddress

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry
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A unit that qualifies the measurement value.
Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.
Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.
An identifier.
An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
Details about the place in which a person
lives. - Use when the residence is different
from the mailing address.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

--------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

--------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

---------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

-----nc:EntityOrganization

--

0-∞

An organization to whom a registration is
issued.

------nc:OrganizationName

string

0-∞

A name of an organization.

------nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation

--

0-∞

-------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

--------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

--------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

---------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

--------nc:AddressState
---------nc:StateName
--------nc:AddressCountry

--------nc:AddressState
---------nc:StateName
--------nc:AddressCountry
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organization.
The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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--

0-∞

A number on a metal plate fixed to a vehicle.
The purpose of a license plate number is to
identify uniquely each vehicle in a state.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

------nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

----j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateCategoryText

string

0-∞

year

0-∞

----j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateIdentification
-----nc:IdentificationID
-----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

----nc:ItemModelYearDate
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An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
A type of registration plate or license plate of
a vehicle.
A year which is assigned to a vehicle by the
manufacturer.
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Registration Status Response:
The following table is a summary of the Registration Status Responses.
XML Type /
Size

Min Max

nrs2:RegistrationStatus

--

1-1

-n2c:AdditionalInformation

--

0-∞

--n2c:StateElement

--

0-1

---n2c:ElementFieldName

string

0-1

The name of the Information Point

---n2c:ElementFieldValue

string

0-1

The value of the Information Point

--

0-∞

Contains any information the consumer or
the response should know about the
response itself

string

0-1

The Text of the Caveat

-nrs2:StandardResponse

--

1-1

The details of the Registration

--n2c:Vehicle

--

1-1

Describes inherent and frequently associated
characteristics of a Vehicle.

Entry

-n2c:Caveat
--nc:CaveatText

---nc:ConveyanceColorPrimaryText

string

0-∞

---nc:ConveyanceColorSecondaryText

string

0-∞

boolean

0-∞

---nc:ItemLeaseIndicator

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

Explanation
The business data returned in response to a
Registration Inquiry when a single matche is
found.
Details about an additional information
component for this record
Details state specific information component
for this record

A single, upper-most, front-most, or majority
color of a vehicle.
Include the standard description of the NCIC
code.
A lower-most or rear-most color of a twotone vehicle or a lesser color of a multicolored vehicle.
Include the standard description of the NCIC
code.
True if a vehicle is leased; false otherwise.
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---nc:ItemLengthMeasure

--

0-∞

An overall length of a property item as
measured from the front to the rear.

----nc:MeasureValueText

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

---nc:ItemModelYearDate

year

0-∞

---nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID

string

0-∞

---nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText

string

0-∞

A kind of ownership of an item.

---nc:ItemStyleText

string

0-∞

A code identifying the style of a vehicle.

integer

0-∞

A number of engines on a vehicle.

0-∞

A type of fuel or motive power used to propel
a vehicle.
Include the standard description of text. The
choices for the code are:
• Gasohol
• Compressed Natural Gas
• Diesel
• Electric
• Gasoline
• Hybrid
• Kerosene
• Liquefied Petroleum Gas
• Liquefied Natural Gas
• Other
• Steam

----nc:MeasureDate

----nc:MeasureUnitText

---nc:ConveyanceEngineQuantity

---nc:ConveyanceFuelCategoryText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

string

A year which is assigned to a vehicle by the
manufacturer.
Information about a name or number applied
to a property item by the owner. This may be
an engraving on the property item or may be
used to identify a fleets equipment number.
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---nc:VehicleCMVIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a vehicle is a commercial motor
vehicle (CMV). Federal rules specify the
criteria for defining a CMV.

---nc:VehicleDoorQuantity

integer

0-∞

A number of doors of a vehicle.

--

0-∞

A unique combination of alphanumeric
characters that identifies a specific vehicle. A
vehicle identification number is normally
imprinted by the manufacturer and attached
to the vehicle in specific locations, but is
occasionally assigned by titling or registration
agencies. Sometimes referred to as a VIN,
VIN number.

string

0-∞

An identifier

--

0-∞

-----nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

---n2c:VehicleMakeText

string

0-∞

---n2c:VehicleModelText

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

integer

0-∞

An Amount

--

0-∞

A reading of a vehicle odometer to the
nearest mile or kilometer.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

---nc:VehicleIdentification

----nc:IdentificationID
----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

---nc:VehicleMSRPAmount

----nc:Amount
---nc:VehicleOdometerReadingMeasure
----nc:MeasureValueText
----nc:MeasureDate

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
A code identifying the manufacturer of a
vehicle. This value should be consistent with
the NCIC VMA codes.
A code identifying the specific design or type
of vehicle made by a manufacturer.
Sometimes referred to as the series model.
A manufacturer's suggested retail price of a
vehicle. Includes the manufacturer-installed
standard equipment and suggested delivery
and handling, excluding transportation, state,
and local taxes.
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----nc:MeasureUnitText

A code identifying the units associated with
the odometer reading.
The total safe passenger capacity in a
vehicle, accounting for both number of seats
and standing room.

string

0-∞

---nc:VehiclePassengerSafeQuantity

integer

0-∞

---nc:VehicleSeatingQuantity

integer

0-∞

A number of seats available for passengers
(including the operator) in a vehicle.

string

0-∞

A type of transmission unit in a vehicle
Include the standard description of text. The
choices for the description are:
• Automatic
• Manual

integer

0-∞

A count of common axles of rotation of one
or more wheels of a vehicle, whether power
driven or freely rotating.

--

0-∞

An observed, estimated, or measured weight
of the conveyance.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

---nc:VehicleTransmissionCategoryText

---nc:VehicleAxleQuantity

---nc:VehicleCurrentWeightMeasure
----nc:MeasureValueText
----nc:MeasureDate

----nc:MeasureUnitText

---nc:VehicleGrossLadenSumWeightMeasure

----nc:MeasureValueText
----nc:MeasureDate
-----nc:Date

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A sum of values specified by the
manufacturer(s) for a truck tractor or trailer
for the units that make up a combination. In
the absence of a value specified by the
manufacturer, an estimate of the gross
vehicle weight of a fully loaded unit may be
submitted.
A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

date

0-1

A full date.
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-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

--

0-∞

A value specified by the manufacturer for a
single unit truck, truck tractor, or trailer.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

----nc:MeasureUnitText
---nc:VehicleGrossLadenUnitWeightMeasure
----nc:MeasureValueText
----nc:MeasureDate

----nc:MeasureUnitText

---nc:VehicleMaximumLoadWeightMeasure

A maximum load weight intended for the
vehicle to transport, assigned at the point of
manufacture. It is normally known as the
Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR). It is
applied to pickups, single unit trucks and
trailers.
A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

----nc:MeasureValueText
----nc:MeasureDate

----nc:MeasureUnitText

---nc:VehicleUnladenWeightMeasure

A weight of the vehicle fully equipped for
service, not including the weight of the
payload (e.g., empty weight). The unladen
weight is sometimes referred to as the scale
weight.
A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

----nc:MeasureValueText
----nc:MeasureDate

----nc:MeasureUnitText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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---j:VehicleAugmentation

--

0-∞

This property is augmentation that applies to
type - nc:VehicleType

----j:VehicleInvoiceDate

--

0-∞

A date on which the vehicle was invoiced by
the manufacturer to the purchaser.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A manufacturer-assigned number affixed to
the paperwork when the manufacturer ships
the vehicle.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

------nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

----j:VehicleVINAText

string

0-∞

A combination of vehicle make and model,
derived from Polk's VINA software.

----j:VehicleBrand

--

0-∞

A brand issued to a vehicle.

-----j:VehicleBrandDate

--

0-∞

A date a vehicle brand was applied or
obtained.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A code providing information about the brand
applied to the title or odometer.

--

0-∞

An organization that brands a vehicle.

--

0-∞

A code to uniquely identify a brander (i.e., an
entity applying a brand to a vehicle), which
could be a state, insurance carrier, junk yard,
or salvage yard. States use the US Postal
State Codes. Insurance Carriers use the NAIC
codes (the NAIC codes are the same as the
NICB codes).

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.

----j:VehicleInvoiceIdentification
-----nc:IdentificationID
-----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

-----j:VehicleBrandText
----j:VehicleBrander

-----j:VehicleBranderIdentification

------nc:IdentificationID
------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
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-------nc:JurisdictionText

An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
Details about the ownership and purchase of
a vehicle.

string

0-∞

----j:VehicleTitle

--

0-∞

-----n2c:TitleHolder

--

0-∞

An entity to whom a title is issued.

------n2c:Person

--

0-∞

A person to whom a Titleis issued.

-------nc:PersonBirthDate

--

0-∞

A date a person was born.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-------nc:PersonEthnicityText

string

0-∞

A code set identifying a cultural lineage of a
person.

-------nc:PersonEyeColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the eyes of a person.

-------nc:PersonHairColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the hair of a person.

-------nc:PersonHeightMeasure

--

0-∞

A measurement of the height of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

---------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

---------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

boolean

0-∞

True if a medical history file is known to exist
for a person; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

A name by which a person is known.

--------nc:PersonGivenName

string

0-∞

A first name of a person.

--------nc:PersonMiddleName

string

0-∞

A middle name of a person.

--------nc:PersonSurName

string

0-∞

A last name or family name of a person.

0-∞

A component that is appended after the
family name that distinguishes members of a
family with the same given, middle, and last
name, e.g., Jr, Sr, III, or otherwise qualifies
the name (e.g., MD, LLD, PhD).

--------nc:MeasureValueText
--------nc:MeasureDate

--------nc:MeasureUnitText
-------nc:PersonMedicalFileIndicator
-------nc:PersonName

--------nc:PersonNameSuffixText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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--------nc:PersonFullName
-------nc:PersonOrganDonorIndicator

-------nc:PersonOtherIdentification

--------nc:IdentificationID
--------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
---------nc:JurisdictionText

-------nc:PersonRaceText

-------nc:PersonSexText

-------nc:PersonSSNIdentification
--------nc:IdentificationID

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

string

0-∞

A first full name (to be used if the name
cannot be broken down to the individual
elements)

boolean

0-∞

True if the person is an organ donor.

--

0-∞

An identification with a kind that is not
explicitly defined in the standard that refers
to a person within a certain domain.
These are state ID cards or other non-license
and non-fingerprint based IDs.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

0-∞

A classification of a person based on factors
such as geographical locations and genetics.
The choices for the code are:
• ASIAN
• BLACK
• AMERICAN INDIAN
• UNKNOWN
• WHITE

0-∞

The gender or sex of a person.
Include the standard description of the
period. The choices for the text are:
• FEMALE
• MALE
• UNKNOWN

--

0-∞

A 9-digit numeric identifier assigned to a
living person by the U.S. Social Security
Administration. A social security number of a
person. Sometimes referred to as a SSN.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

string

string
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--------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A measurement of the weight of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

---------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

---------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

-------nc:PersonEmergencyContactInformation

--

0-∞

A means of contacting someone in the event
of an emergency.

--------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

---------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

---------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

----------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

---------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

--------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

---------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

---------nc:JurisdictionText
-------nc:PersonWeightMeasure
--------nc:MeasureValueText
--------nc:MeasureDate

--------nc:MeasureUnitText

---------nc:AddressState
----------nc:StateName
---------nc:AddressCountry
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The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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----------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

-------n2c:PersonEmergencyContactInformation

--

0-∞

--------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

---------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

---------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

----------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

---------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

--------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

---------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

----------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

--------n2c:ContactName

string

0-∞

The name of the Contact

-------n2c:DriverLicense

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

--------j:DriverLicenseIdentification

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.

---------nc:AddressState
----------nc:StateName
---------nc:AddressCountry

---------nc:IdentificationID
---------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A full telephone number.
A set of details about how to contact a
person or an organization in case of an
emergency
The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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----------nc:JurisdictionText

An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
Details about the place in which a person
lives. - Use when the residence is different
from the mailing address.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

--------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

--------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

---------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

--------n2c:ResidenceDateRange

--

0-∞

The Range in which a person resided at an
address

---------nc:StartDate

--

0-∞

A start date.

----------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

----------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

An end date.

----------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

----------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-------j:RegisteredSexOffender

--

0-∞

--------j:RegisteredOffenderEndDate

--

0-∞

---------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

---------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-------n2c:PersonResidentialAddress

--------nc:AddressState
---------nc:StateName
--------nc:AddressCountry

---------nc:EndDate

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A person who is required to register as a
sexual offender.
A date a person no longer must register as
an offender.
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--

0-∞

A date a person initially registered as an
offender.

---------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

---------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a person must being registering as an
offender.

---------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

---------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--------j:RegisteredOffenderStatusIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if the registered offender status of a
Subject is current; false otherwise.

-------j:PersonConcealedFirearmPermitHolderIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a person has a permit for a concealed
firearm or gun; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

Details about any communication impairment
a person might have

boolean

0-∞

True if the person has a communication
impairment

string

0-∞

Detais about the communication impairment

------nc:GenericEntity

--

0-∞

A name of an entity to whom a registration is
issued. Used when it is not known if the
registrant is a person or an organization.

-------nc:EntityName

string

0-∞

An Name to whom a Title is issued.

-------nc:EntityContactInformation

--

0-∞

A set of contact information for an entity.

--------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

---------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

--------j:RegisteredOffenderEntryDate

--------j:RegisteredOffenderStartDate

-------n2c:CommunicationImpairment
--------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentIndicator

--------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentDescription

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
A name of a city or town.
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---------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

----------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

---------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

--------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

---------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

----------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

-------nc:EntityDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A description of an entity.

--

0-∞

An organization to whom a Title is issued.

string

0-∞

A kind or functional type of organization.

--

0-∞

A location of an organization.

--------nc:LocationName

string

0-∞

A name of a location.

-------nc:OrganizationName

string

0-∞

A name of an organization.

-------nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation

--

0-∞

A preferred means of contacting an
organization.

--------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

---------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

---------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

---------nc:AddressState
----------nc:StateName
---------nc:AddressCountry

------nc:EntityOrganization
-------nc:OrganizationCategoryText
-------nc:OrganizationLocation

---------nc:AddressState

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

----------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

---------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

--------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

---------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

-----j:TitleIdentification

--

0-∞

A number used to uniquely identify a
certificate of title to a property item.
Assigned by a titling jurisdiction authority.

------nc:IdentificationID

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-----j:TitleStatus

--

0-∞

A status of a property title.

----------nc:StateName
---------nc:AddressCountry

----------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
-------nc:JurisdictionText
-----j:TitleIssueDate

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
A date on which a jurisdictions titling
authority issued a title to the owner of the
property item.
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------nc:StatusText

string

0-∞

A most recent known status recorded for a
title.
Include the standard description of the text.
The choices for the description are:
• Active
• In Process
• Mailed
• Canceled
• Stolen Title
• Already Surrendered
• Held by Garagekeeper
• Held for Revenue
• Returned for Correction
• Held in Abeyance
• Transferred
• Title Returned Unclaimed
• Vehicle Titled Out of State
• Revoked
• Title Application Withdrawn
• Inactive
• Suspended
• Vehicle Reported Sold Out of State by
Owner
• Held pending sufficient documentation
• Other

------nc:StatusDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A discription of a status

--

0-∞

A date a status was set, effected, or
reported.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A description of the registration of a vehicle.

------nc:StatusDate

---n2c:ConveyanceRegistration

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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----j:RegistrationAuthorityName

A name of an authority, person, or
organization which issued a property
registration.
This will typically be the name of the state or
county.
A number of times proof of property
registration was issued with no change in
information by the issuing authority. This
number may be more than one because a
proof may have been lost. This can be used
to track duplicates or replacements.
A date the current registration becomes
effective. This may or may not be the original
registration date.

string

0-∞

integer

0-∞

--

0-∞

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date the current registration expires.

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

----n2c:RegistrationHolder

--

0-∞

A person or organization to whom a
registration is issued.

-----n2c:Person

--

0-∞

A person to whom a registration is issued.

------nc:PersonBirthDate

--

0-∞

A date a person was born.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

------nc:PersonEthnicityText

string

0-∞

A code set identifying a cultural lineage of a
person.

------nc:PersonEyeColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the eyes of a person.

------nc:PersonHairColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the hair of a person.

--

0-∞

A measurement of the height of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

date

0-1

A full date.

----j:RegistrationDuplicateQuantity

----j:RegistrationEffectiveDate

----j:RegistrationExpirationDate

------nc:PersonHeightMeasure
-------nc:MeasureValueText
-------nc:MeasureDate
--------nc:Date

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

boolean

0-∞

True if a medical history file is known to exist
for a person; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

A name by which a person is known.

-------nc:PersonGivenName

string

0-∞

A first name of a person.

-------nc:PersonMiddleName

string

0-∞

A middle name of a person.

-------nc:PersonSurName

string

0-∞

A last name or family name of a person.

-------nc:MeasureUnitText
------nc:PersonMedicalFileIndicator
------nc:PersonName

A component that is appended after the
family name that distinguishes members of a
family with the same given, middle, and last
name, e.g., Jr, Sr, III, or otherwise qualifies
the name (e.g., MD, LLD, PhD).
A first full name (to be used if the name
cannot be broken down to the individual
elements)

-------nc:PersonNameSuffixText

string

0-∞

-------nc:PersonFullName

string

0-∞

boolean

0-∞

True if the person is an organ donor.

--

0-∞

An identification with a kind that is not
explicitly defined in the standard that refers
to a person within a certain domain.
These are state ID cards or other non-license
and non-fingerprint based IDs.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

------nc:PersonOrganDonorIndicator

------nc:PersonOtherIdentification

-------nc:IdentificationID
-------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
--------nc:JurisdictionText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
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0-∞

A classification of a person based on factors
such as geographical locations and genetics.
The choices for the code are:
• ASIAN
• BLACK
• AMERICAN INDIAN
• UNKNOWN
• WHITE

0-∞

The gender or sex of a person.
Include the standard description of the
period. The choices for the text are:
• FEMALE
• MALE
• UNKNOWN

--

0-∞

A 9-digit numeric identifier assigned to a
living person by the U.S. Social Security
Administration. A social security number of a
person. Sometimes referred to as a SSN.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A measurement of the weight of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

--

0-∞

A set of details about how to contact a
person or an organization in case of an
emergency

------nc:PersonRaceText

------nc:PersonSexText

------nc:PersonSSNIdentification
-------nc:IdentificationID
-------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
--------nc:JurisdictionText
------nc:PersonWeightMeasure
-------nc:MeasureValueText
-------nc:MeasureDate

-------nc:MeasureUnitText
------n2c:PersonEmergencyContactInformation
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string

string

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
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-------nc:ContactMailingAddress

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

--

0-∞

--------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

--------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--------nc:AddressState

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

---------nc:StateName

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

---------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

-------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

--------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

---------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

-------n2c:ContactName

string

0-∞

The name of the Contact

------n2c:DriverLicense

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

-------j:DriverLicenseIdentification

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

--------nc:AddressCountry

--------nc:IdentificationID
--------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
---------nc:JurisdictionText
------n2c:PersonResidentialAddress

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
Details about the place in which a person
lives. - Use when the residence is different
from the mailing address.
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A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

-------n2c:ResidenceDateRange

--

0-∞

The Range in which a person resided at an
address

--------nc:StartDate

--

0-∞

A start date.

---------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

---------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

An end date.

---------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

---------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

------j:RegisteredSexOffender

--

0-∞

-------j:RegisteredOffenderEndDate

--

0-∞

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a person initially registered as an
offender.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry

--------nc:EndDate

-------j:RegisteredOffenderEntryDate

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A person who is required to register as a
sexual offender.
A date a person no longer must register as
an offender.
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--

0-∞

A date a person must being registering as an
offender.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-------j:RegisteredOffenderStatusIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if the registered offender status of a
Subject is current; false otherwise.

------j:PersonConcealedFirearmPermitHolderIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a person has a permit for a concealed
firearm or gun; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

Details about any communication impairment
a person might have

boolean

0-∞

True if the person has a communication
impairment

string

0-∞

Detais about the communication impairment

-----nc:GenericEntity

--

0-∞

A name of an entity to whom a registration is
issued. Used when it is not known if the
registrant is a person or an organization.

------nc:EntityName

string

0-∞

An Name to whom a Registration is issued.

------nc:EntityContactInformation

--

0-∞

A set of contact information for an entity.

-------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

--------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

--------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

-------j:RegisteredOffenderStartDate

------n2c:CommunicationImpairment
-------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentIndicator

-------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentDescription

--------nc:AddressState
---------nc:StateName

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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--------nc:AddressCountry

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

---------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

-------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

--------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

---------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

------nc:EntityDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A description of an entity.

--

0-∞

An organization to whom a registration is
issued.

string

0-∞

A kind or functional type of organization.

--

0-∞

A location of an organization.

-------nc:LocationName

string

0-∞

A name of a location.

------nc:OrganizationName

string

0-∞

A name of an organization.

------nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation

--

0-∞

A preferred means of contacting an
organization.

-------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

--------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

--------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

--------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--------nc:AddressState

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

---------nc:StateName

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-----nc:EntityOrganization
------nc:OrganizationCategoryText
------nc:OrganizationLocation

--------nc:AddressCountry
---------nc:CountryName

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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--------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

-------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

--------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

--

0-∞

------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

-------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

--

0-∞

A number or text used to uniquely identify a
registration certificate or document.
Sometimes referred to as a Registration
Serial Number.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

---------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID
-----nc:ContactMailingAddress

------nc:AddressState
-------nc:StateName
------nc:AddressCountry

----j:RegistrationIdentification
-----nc:IdentificationID
-----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
------nc:JurisdictionText

----j:RegistrationJurisdiction

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
A code identifying a state or other
jurisdictional unit where a property
registration was issued.
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-----nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

----j:RegistrationStatus

--

0-∞

A status of a registration.

-----nc:StatusText

string

0-∞

A condition or state of someone or
something.
Include the standard description of the
period. The standard choices for the text are:
• Active
• Canceled
• Stolen
• Expired
• Revoked
• Suspended
• Swap
• Inactive
• No Status

-----nc:StatusDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A discription of a status

--

0-∞

A date a status was set, effective, or
reported.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

-----nc:DecalID

string

0-∞

-----nc:DecalColorText

string

0-∞

-----nc:StatusDate

----j:ConveyanceRegistrationDecal

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

Details about a sticker attached to a
permanent registration plate on a vehicle
when it is renewed for the current year.
An identifier assigned to a registration decal
sticker in a given year. Sometimes referred
to as a decal number.
A color of a vehicle registration decal.
Sometimes referred to as the sticker color.
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string

0-∞

A lifespan of a decal on a vehicle license
plate.
Include the standard description of the
period. The choices for the description are:
• 2 Years
• Full Year Decal
• Infinite
• Partial Year Decal
• Prorated Decal

year

0-∞

A year as shown on the registration decal
issued, e.g., 1995, 1996, 1997, etc.

month

0-∞

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A code list that enumerates units of
measurement for a weight value. The
choices for the code are:
"lb" = pound
"kg" = kilogram

--

0-∞

The Location where a Registeration was
issued

string

0-∞

A name of a location.

boolean

0-∞

True if a registration for a vehicle is
permanent; false if a registration is
temporary.

-----nc:DecalPeriodText

-----nc:DecalYearDate
-----nc:DecalMonthDate

----j:ConveyanceRegistrationGrossWeightMeasure

-----nc:MeasureValueText
-----nc:MeasureDate

-----nc:MeasureUnitText

----j:ConveyanceRegistrationLocation
-----nc:LocationName
----j:ConveyanceRegistrationPermanentIndicator

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A month as shown on the registration decal
issued.
An unladen weight of a vehicle (e.g., singleunit truck, truck combination) plus the weight
of the maximum load for which vehicle
registration fees have been paid within a
particular jurisdiction.
A textual description of a measurement
value.
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--

0-∞

A number on a metal plate fixed to a vehicle.
The purpose of a license plate number is to
identify uniquely each vehicle in a state.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

------nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

----j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateCategoryText

string

0-∞

A type of registration plate or license plate of
a vehicle.

--

0-∞

Additional details about a registration status.

----j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateIdentification
-----nc:IdentificationID
-----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

----j:ConveyanceRegistrationStatus

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
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-----nc:StatusText

string

0-∞

A most recent known status recorded for a
title.
Include the standard description of the text.
The choices for the description are:
• Active
• In Process
• Mailed
• Canceled
• Stolen Title
• Already Surrendered
• Held by Garagekeeper
• Held for Revenue
• Returned for Correction
• Held in Abeyance
• Transferred
• Title Returned Unclaimed
• Vehicle Titled Out of State
• Revoked
• Title Application Withdrawn
• Inactive
• Suspended
• Vehicle Reported Sold Out of State by
Owner
• Held pending sufficient documentation
• Other

-----nc:StatusDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A discription of a status

--

0-∞

A date a status was set, effective, or
reported.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A Text description of the Registration Status

-----nc:StatusDate

-----n2c:ConveyanceRegistrationStatusText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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string

0-∞

An additional detail about a registration
status.

----n2c:TemporaryTagIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if issued Tag is Temporary

----n2c:DealerPlateIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if the plate has been issued by a dealer

year

0-∞

The Year the Registration was issued

--

0-∞

----nc:ConveyanceColorPrimaryText

string

0-∞

----nc:ConveyanceColorSecondaryText

string

0-∞

----nc:ItemLeaseIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a vehicle is leased; false otherwise.

----nc:ItemLengthMeasure

--

0-∞

An overall length of a property item as
measured from the front to the rear.

-----nc:MeasureValueText

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

----nc:ItemModelYearDate

year

0-∞

----nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID

string

0-∞

----nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText

string

0-∞

-----j:ConveyanceRegistrationStatusDetailText

----n2c:RegistrationYear
---j:CommercialVehicle

-----nc:MeasureDate

-----nc:MeasureUnitText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

Details about a class of vehicle that includes
motor vehicles with a gross vehicle weight
rating of 26,001 pounds or more.
A single, upper-most, front-most, or majority
color of a vehicle.
Include the standard description of the NCIC
code.
A lower-most or rear-most color of a twotone vehicle or a lesser color of a multicolored vehicle.
Include the standard description of the NCIC
code.

A year which is assigned to a vehicle by the
manufacturer.
Information about a name or number applied
to a property item by the owner. This may be
an engraving on the property item or may be
used to identify a fleets equipment number.
A kind of ownership of an item.
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----nc:ItemStyleText

string

0-∞

A code identifying the style of a vehicle.

integer

0-∞

A number of engines on a vehicle.

string

0-∞

A type of fuel or motive power used to propel
a vehicle.
Include the standard description of text. The
choices for the code are:
• Gasohol
• Compressed Natural Gas
• Diesel
• Electric
• Gasoline
• Hybrid
• Kerosene
• Liquefied Petroleum Gas
• Liquefied Natural Gas
• Other
• Steam

----nc:VehicleCMVIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a vehicle is a commercial motor
vehicle (CMV). Federal rules specify the
criteria for defining a CMV.

----nc:VehicleDoorQuantity

integer

0-∞

A number of doors of a vehicle.

--

0-∞

A unique combination of alphanumeric
characters that identifies a specific vehicle. A
vehicle identification number is normally
imprinted by the manufacturer and attached
to the vehicle in specific locations, but is
occasionally assigned by titling or registration
agencies. Sometimes referred to as a VIN,
VIN number.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

----nc:ConveyanceEngineQuantity

----nc:ConveyanceFuelCategoryText

----nc:VehicleIdentification

-----nc:IdentificationID
-----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
------nc:JurisdictionText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
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A code identifying the manufacturer of a
vehicle.
A code identifying the specific design or type
of vehicle made by a manufacturer.
Sometimes referred to as the series model.
A manufacturer's suggested retail price of a
vehicle. Includes the manufacturer-installed
standard equipment and suggested delivery
and handling, excluding transportation, state,
and local taxes.

----n2c:VehicleMakeText

string

0-∞

----n2c:VehicleModelText

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

integer

0-∞

An Amount

--

0-∞

A reading of a vehicle odometer to the
nearest mile or kilometer.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

----nc:VehiclePassengerSafeQuantity

integer

0-∞

The total safe passenger capacity in a
vehicle, accounting for both number of seats
and standing room.

----nc:VehicleSeatingQuantity

integer

0-∞

A number of seats available for passengers
(including the operator) in a vehicle.

string

0-∞

A type of transmission unit in a vehicle
Include the standard description of text. The
choices for the description are:
• Automatic
• Manual

integer

0-∞

A count of common axles of rotation of one
or more wheels of a vehicle, whether power
driven or freely rotating.

--

0-∞

An observed, estimated, or measured weight
of the conveyance.

----nc:VehicleMSRPAmount

-----nc:Amount
----nc:VehicleOdometerReadingMeasure
-----nc:MeasureValueText
-----nc:MeasureDate

-----nc:MeasureUnitText

----nc:VehicleTransmissionCategoryText

----nc:VehicleAxleQuantity

----nc:VehicleCurrentWeightMeasure

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

-----nc:MeasureValueText
-----nc:MeasureDate

-----nc:MeasureUnitText

----nc:VehicleGrossLadenSumWeightMeasure

A sum of values specified by the
manufacturer(s) for a truck tractor or trailer
for the units that make up a combination. In
the absence of a value specified by the
manufacturer, an estimate of the gross
vehicle weight of a fully loaded unit may be
submitted.
A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A code list that enumerates units of
measurement for a weight value. The
choices for the code are:
"lb" = pound
"kg" = kilogram

--

0-∞

A value specified by the manufacturer for a
single unit truck, truck tractor, or trailer.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

0-∞

A code list that enumerates units of
measurement for a weight value. The
choices for the code are:
"lb" = pound
"kg" = kilogram

-----nc:MeasureValueText
-----nc:MeasureDate

-----nc:MeasureUnitText

----nc:VehicleGrossLadenUnitWeightMeasure
-----nc:MeasureValueText
-----nc:MeasureDate

-----nc:MeasureUnitText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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----nc:VehicleMaximumLoadWeightMeasure

A maximum load weight intended for the
vehicle to transport, assigned at the point of
manufacture. It is normally known as the
Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR). It is
applied to pickups, single unit trucks and
trailers.
A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-----nc:MeasureValueText
-----nc:MeasureDate

-----nc:MeasureUnitText

A code list that enumerates units of
measurement for a weight value. The
choices for the code are:
"lb" = pound
"kg" = kilogram
A weight of the vehicle fully equipped for
service, not including the weight of the
payload (e.g., empty weight). The unladen
weight is sometimes referred to as the scale
weight.
A textual description of a measurement
value.

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

----nc:VehicleUnladenWeightMeasure

-----nc:MeasureValueText
-----nc:MeasureDate

-----nc:MeasureUnitText

A code list that enumerates units of
measurement for a weight value. The
choices for the code are:
"lb" = pound
"kg" = kilogram
This property is augmentation that applies to
type - nc:VehicleType

string

0-∞

----j:VehicleAugmentation

--

0-∞

-----j:VehicleInvoiceDate

--

0-∞

A date on which the vehicle was invoiced by
the manufacturer to the purchaser.

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:Date

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A manufacturer-assigned number affixed to
the paperwork when the manufacturer ships
the vehicle.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

-------nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

-----j:VehicleVINAText

string

0-∞

A combination of vehicle make and model,
derived from Polk's VINA software.

-----j:VehicleBrand

--

0-∞

A brand issued to a vehicle.

------j:VehicleBrandDate

--

0-∞

A date a vehicle brand was applied or
obtained.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A code providing information about the brand
applied to the title or odometer.

--

0-∞

An organization that brands a vehicle.

--

0-∞

A code to uniquely identify a brander (i.e., an
entity applying a brand to a vehicle), which
could be a state, insurance carrier, junk yard,
or salvage yard. States use the US Postal
State Codes. Insurance Carriers use the NAIC
codes (the NAIC codes are the same as the
NICB codes).

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

-----j:VehicleTitle

--

0-∞

------n2c:TitleHolder

--

0-∞

-----j:VehicleInvoiceIdentification
------nc:IdentificationID
------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

------j:VehicleBrandText
-----j:VehicleBrander

------j:VehicleBranderIdentification

-------nc:IdentificationID
-------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
--------nc:JurisdictionText
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An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
Details about the ownership and purchase of
a vehicle.
An entity to whom a title is issued.
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-------n2c:Person

--

0-∞

A person to whom a Title is issued.

--------nc:PersonBirthDate

--

0-∞

A date a person was born.

---------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

---------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--------nc:PersonEthnicityText

string

0-∞

A code set identifying a cultural lineage of a
person.

--------nc:PersonEyeColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the eyes of a person.

--------nc:PersonHairColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the hair of a person.

--------nc:PersonHeightMeasure

--

0-∞

A measurement of the height of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

----------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

----------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

boolean

0-∞

True if a medical history file is known to exist
for a person; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

A name by which a person is known.

---------nc:PersonGivenName

string

0-∞

A first name of a person.

---------nc:PersonMiddleName

string

0-∞

A middle name of a person.

---------nc:PersonSurName

string

0-∞

A last name or family name of a person.

---------nc:MeasureValueText
---------nc:MeasureDate

---------nc:MeasureUnitText
--------nc:PersonMedicalFileIndicator
--------nc:PersonName

---------nc:PersonNameSuffixText

string

0-∞

---------nc:PersonFullName

string

0-∞

boolean

0-∞

--------nc:PersonOrganDonorIndicator

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A component that is appended after the
family name that distinguishes members of a
family with the same given, middle, and last
name, e.g., Jr, Sr, III, or otherwise qualifies
the name (e.g., MD, LLD, PhD).
A first full name (to be used if the name
cannot be broken down to the individual
elements)
True if the person is an organ donor.
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--------nc:PersonOtherIdentification

---------nc:IdentificationID
---------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
----------nc:JurisdictionText

--------nc:PersonRaceText

--------nc:PersonSexText

--------nc:PersonSSNIdentification
---------nc:IdentificationID
---------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
----------nc:JurisdictionText
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--

0-∞

An identification with a kind that is not
explicitly defined in the standard that refers
to a person within a certain domain.
These are state ID cards or other non-license
and non-fingerprint based IDs.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

0-∞

A classification of a person based on factors
such as geographical locations and genetics.
The choices for the code are:
• ASIAN
• BLACK
• AMERICAN INDIAN
• UNKNOWN
• WHITE

0-∞

The gender or sex of a person.
Include the standard description of the
period. The choices for the text are:
• FEMALE
• MALE
• UNKNOWN

--

0-∞

A 9-digit numeric identifier assigned to a
living person by the U.S. Social Security
Administration. A social security number of a
person. Sometimes referred to as a SSN.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

string

string

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
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--------nc:PersonWeightMeasure

--

0-∞

A measurement of the weight of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

----------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

----------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

--------n2c:PersonEmergencyContactInformation

--

0-∞

---------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

----------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

----------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

----------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

----------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

-----------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

----------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

---------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

----------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

-----------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

---------n2c:ContactName

string

0-∞

The name of the Contact

---------nc:MeasureValueText
---------nc:MeasureDate

---------nc:MeasureUnitText

----------nc:AddressState
-----------nc:StateName
----------nc:AddressCountry
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A set of details about how to contact a
person or an organization in case of an
emergency
The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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--------n2c:DriverLicense

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

---------j:DriverLicenseIdentification

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

---------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

---------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

---------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

----------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

---------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

---------n2c:ResidenceDateRange

--

0-∞

The Range in which a person resided at an
address

----------nc:StartDate

--

0-∞

A start date.

-----------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

An end date.

date

0-1

A full date.

----------nc:IdentificationID
----------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
-----------nc:JurisdictionText

--------n2c:PersonResidentialAddress

---------nc:AddressState
----------nc:StateName
---------nc:AddressCountry

----------nc:EndDate
-----------nc:Date
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An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
Details about the place in which a person
lives. - Use when the residence is different
from the mailing address.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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-----------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

--------j:RegisteredSexOffender

--

0-∞

---------j:RegisteredOffenderEndDate

--

0-∞

----------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

----------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a person initially registered as an
offender.

----------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

----------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a person must being registering as an
offender.

----------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

----------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

---------j:RegisteredOffenderStatusIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if the registered offender status of a
Subject is current; false otherwise.

--------j:PersonConcealedFirearmPermitHolderIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a person has a permit for a concealed
firearm or gun; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

Details about any communication impairment
a person might have

boolean

0-∞

True if the person has a communication
impairment

string

0-∞

Detais about the communication impairment

-------nc:GenericEntity

--

0-∞

A name of an entity to whom a registration is
issued. Used when it is not known if the
registrant is a person or an organization.

--------nc:EntityName

string

0-∞

An Name to whom a Title is issued.

--

0-∞

A set of contact information for an entity.

---------j:RegisteredOffenderEntryDate

---------j:RegisteredOffenderStartDate

--------n2c:CommunicationImpairment
---------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentIndicator

---------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentDescription

--------nc:EntityContactInformation
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A full year.
A person who is required to register as a
sexual offender.
A date a person no longer must register as
an offender.
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---------nc:ContactMailingAddress

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

--

0-∞

----------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

----------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

----------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

----------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

----------nc:AddressState

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

-----------nc:StateName

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

-----------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

----------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

---------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

----------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

-----------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

--------nc:EntityDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A description of an entity.

--

0-∞

An organization to whom a Title is issued.

string

0-∞

A kind or functional type of organization.

--

0-∞

A location of an organization.

---------nc:LocationName

string

0-∞

A name of a location.

--------nc:OrganizationName

string

0-∞

A name of an organization.

--------nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation

--

0-∞

A preferred means of contacting an
organization.

---------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

The mailing address of a person or
organization.

----------nc:AddressCountry

-------nc:EntityOrganization
--------nc:OrganizationCategoryText
--------nc:OrganizationLocation

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

----------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

----------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

----------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

----------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

-----------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

----------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

---------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

----------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

------j:TitleIdentification

--

0-∞

An identification of a certificate of title to a
property item.

-------nc:IdentificationID

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

------j:TitleStatus

--

0-∞

A status of a property title.

----------nc:AddressState
-----------nc:StateName
----------nc:AddressCountry

-----------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

-------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
--------nc:JurisdictionText
------j:TitleIssueDate

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
A date on which a jurisdictions titling
authority issued a title to the owner of the
property item.
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-------nc:StatusText

string

0-∞

A most recent known status recorded for a
title.
Include the standard description of the text.
The choices for the description are:
• Active
• In Process
• Mailed
• Canceled
• Stolen Title
• Already Surrendered
• Held by Garagekeeper
• Held for Revenue
• Returned for Correction
• Held in Abeyance
• Transferred
• Title Returned Unclaimed
• Vehicle Titled Out of State
• Revoked
• Title Application Withdrawn
• Inactive
• Suspended
• Vehicle Reported Sold Out of State by
Owner
• Held pending sufficient documentation
• Other

-------nc:StatusDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A discription of a status

--

0-∞

A date a status was set, effective, or
reported.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

0-∞

Details about a coverage by contract whereby
one party agrees to indemnify or guarantee
another against loss by a specified contingent
event or peril.

-------nc:StatusDate

---nc:Insurance

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

--
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--

0-∞

An identification assigned to an insurance
policy by an insurance carrier.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

------nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

----nc:InsuranceCarrierName

string

0-∞

A business name of the company maintaining
insurance on a vehicle.

----nc:InsuranceEffectiveDateRange

--

0-∞

A date range during which an insurance
policy coverage is in effect.

-----nc:StartDate

--

0-∞

A start date.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

An end date.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

An engine.

----nc:InsurancePolicyIdentification
-----nc:IdentificationID
-----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

-----nc:EndDate

---n2c:Engine

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

A single, upper-most, front-most, or majority
color of a vehicle.
Include the standard description of the NCIC
code.
A lower-most or rear-most color of a twotone vehicle or a lesser color of a multicolored vehicle.
Include the standard description of the NCIC
code.

----nc:ConveyanceColorPrimaryText

string

0-∞

----nc:ConveyanceColorSecondaryText

string

0-∞

----nc:ItemLeaseIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a vehicle is leased; false otherwise.

----nc:ItemLengthMeasure

--

0-∞

An overall length of a property item as
measured from the front to the rear.

-----nc:MeasureValueText

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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-----nc:MeasureDate

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

year

0-∞

----nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID

string

0-∞

----nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText

string

0-∞

A kind of ownership of an item.

----nc:ItemStyleText

string

0-∞

A code identifying the style of a vehicle.

integer

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

The engine displacement of a vehicle.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

integer

0-∞

The engine horsepower of a vehicle.

-----nc:MeasureUnitText
----nc:ItemModelYearDate

----j:EngineCylinderQuantity
----j:EngineID
----j:EngineDisplacementMeasure
-----nc:MeasureValueText
-----nc:MeasureDate

-----nc:MeasureUnitText
----j:EngineHorsepowerQuantity

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A year which is assigned to a vehicle by the
manufacturer.
Information about a name or number applied
to a property item by the owner. This may be
an engraving on the property item or may be
used to identify a fleets equipment number.

A count of the cylinders contained in the
engine of a vehicle. If the vehicle has a
rotary engine, a value of '99' is used.
An identifier stamped on an engine by a
manufacturer.
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string

0-∞

A type of fuel or motive power used to propel
a vehicle.
Include the standard description of text. The
choices for the code are:
• Gasohol
• Compressed Natural Gas
• Diesel
• Electric
• Gasoline
• Hybrid
• Kerosene
• Liquefied Petroleum Gas
• Liquefied Natural Gas
• Other
• Steam

---j:VehicleInspection

--

0-∞

An official examination of a vehicle.

----nc:ActivityIdentification

--

0-∞

An identification that references an activity.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A date of an activity

-----nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

----nc:ActivityDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A description of an activity.

----j:VehicleInspectionAddress

--

0-∞

An address for a facility at which an
inspection is performed on a vehicle.

-----nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-----nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

----nc:ConveyanceFuelCategoryText

-----nc:IdentificationID
-----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
------nc:JurisdictionText
----nc:ActivityDate
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An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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-----nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-----nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-----nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

--

0-∞

An jurisdiction-assigned identification of a
person or station that performed an
inspection of a vehicle.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

An identification of a station which performs
a vehicle inspection.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

---n2c:LienHolder

--

0-∞

----j:Lien

--

0-∞

-----j:LienDate

--

0-∞

A date a lien was placed on property.

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:AddressState
------nc:StateName
-----nc:AddressCountry

----j:VehicleInspectionInspectorIdentification
-----nc:IdentificationID
-----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
------nc:JurisdictionText

----j:VehicleInspectionStationIdentification
-----nc:IdentificationID
-----nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
------nc:JurisdictionText

------nc:Date

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
An entity that has a security interest on a
property item.
Details about a legal encumbrance placed on
property, such as a vehicle. Historically, liens
have been reflected on title documents. Thus,
title documents are used to record liens in a
way that is visible across jurisdictions.
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------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a legal encumbrance is removed from
property.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

----n2c:Person

--

0-∞

A person to whom a Lien is issued.

-----nc:PersonBirthDate

--

0-∞

A date a person was born.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-----nc:PersonEthnicityText

string

0-∞

A code set identifying a cultural lineage of a
person.

-----nc:PersonEyeColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the eyes of a person.

-----nc:PersonHairColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the hair of a person.

-----nc:PersonHeightMeasure

--

0-∞

A measurement of the height of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

boolean

0-∞

True if a medical history file is known to exist
for a person; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

A name by which a person is known.

------nc:PersonGivenName

string

0-∞

A first name of a person.

------nc:PersonMiddleName

string

0-∞

A middle name of a person.

------nc:PersonSurName

string

0-∞

A last name or family name of a person.

0-∞

A component that is appended after the
family name that distinguishes members of a
family with the same given, middle, and last
name, e.g., Jr, Sr, III, or otherwise qualifies
the name (e.g., MD, LLD, PhD).

-----j:LienReleaseDate

------nc:MeasureValueText
------nc:MeasureDate

------nc:MeasureUnitText
-----nc:PersonMedicalFileIndicator
-----nc:PersonName

------nc:PersonNameSuffixText
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------nc:PersonFullName
-----nc:PersonOrganDonorIndicator

-----nc:PersonOtherIdentification

------nc:IdentificationID
------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
-------nc:JurisdictionText

-----nc:PersonRaceText

-----nc:PersonSexText

-----nc:PersonSSNIdentification
------nc:IdentificationID
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string

0-∞

A first full name (to be used if the name
cannot be broken down to the individual
elements)

boolean

0-∞

True if the person is an organ donor.

--

0-∞

An identification with a kind that is not
explicitly defined in the standard that refers
to a person within a certain domain.
These are state ID cards or other non-license
and non-fingerprint based IDs.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

0-∞

A classification of a person based on factors
such as geographical locations and genetics.
The choices for the code are:
• ASIAN
• BLACK
• AMERICAN INDIAN
• UNKNOWN
• WHITE

0-∞

The gender or sex of a person.
Include the standard description of the
period. The choices for the text are:
• FEMALE
• MALE
• UNKNOWN

--

0-∞

A 9-digit numeric identifier assigned to a
living person by the U.S. Social Security
Administration. A social security number of a
person. Sometimes referred to as a SSN.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

string

string
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------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A measurement of the weight of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

-----n2c:PersonEmergencyContactInformation

--

0-∞

------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

-------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

-------nc:JurisdictionText
-----nc:PersonWeightMeasure
------nc:MeasureValueText
------nc:MeasureDate

------nc:MeasureUnitText

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry
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A set of details about how to contact a
person or an organization in case of an
emergency
The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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--------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

------n2c:ContactName

string

0-∞

The name of the Contact

-----n2c:DriverLicense

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

------j:DriverLicenseIdentification

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

--------nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

-------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------n2c:ResidenceDateRange

--

0-∞

The Range in which a person resided at an
address

-------nc:StartDate

--

0-∞

A start date.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

An end date.

-------nc:IdentificationID
-------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

------nc:AddressState
-------nc:StateName
------nc:AddressCountry

-------nc:EndDate

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-----j:RegisteredSexOffender

--

0-∞

------j:RegisteredOffenderEndDate

--

0-∞

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a person initially registered as an
offender.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a person must being registering as an
offender.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

------j:RegisteredOffenderStatusIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if the registered offender status of a
Subject is current; false otherwise.

-----j:PersonConcealedFirearmPermitHolderIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a person has a permit for a concealed
firearm or gun; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

Details about any communication impairment
a person might have

boolean

0-∞

True if the person has a communication
impairment

string

0-∞

Detais about the communication impairment

----nc:GenericEntity

--

0-∞

A name of an entity to whom a registration is
issued. Used when it is not known if the
registrant is a person or an organization.

-----nc:EntityName

string

0-∞

An Name to whom a Lien is issued.

------j:RegisteredOffenderEntryDate

------j:RegisteredOffenderStartDate

-----n2c:CommunicationImpairment
------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentIndicator

------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentDescription

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A person who is required to register as a
sexual offender.
A date a person no longer must register as
an offender.
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-----nc:EntityContactInformation

--

0-∞

------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

-------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

--------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

-----nc:EntityDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A description of an entity.

--

0-∞

An organization to whom a Lien is issued.

string

0-∞

A kind or functional type of organization.

--

0-∞

A location of an organization.

------nc:LocationName

string

0-∞

A name of a location.

-----nc:OrganizationName

string

0-∞

A name of an organization.

-----nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation

--

0-∞

A preferred means of contacting an
organization.

------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

The mailing address of a person or
organization.

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry

----nc:EntityOrganization
-----nc:OrganizationCategoryText
-----nc:OrganizationLocation

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A set of contact information for an entity.
The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

-------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

---n2c:Lessee

--

0-∞

An entity which has a contract or lease to use
an item.

----nc:EntityOrganization

--

0-∞

An organization to whom a Lessee is issued.

string

0-∞

A kind or functional type of organization.

--

0-∞

A location of an organization.

------nc:LocationName

string

0-∞

A name of a location.

-----nc:OrganizationName

string

0-∞

A name of an organization.

-----nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation

--

0-∞

A preferred means of contacting an
organization.

------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry

--------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

-----nc:OrganizationCategoryText
-----nc:OrganizationLocation

-------nc:AddressFullText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
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-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

-------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

----n2c:Person

--

0-∞

A person to whom a Lessee is issued.

-----nc:PersonBirthDate

--

0-∞

A date a person was born.

------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-----nc:PersonEthnicityText

string

0-∞

A code set identifying a cultural lineage of a
person.

-----nc:PersonEyeColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the eyes of a person.

-----nc:PersonHairColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the hair of a person.

--

0-∞

A measurement of the height of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry

--------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

-----nc:PersonHeightMeasure
------nc:MeasureValueText
------nc:MeasureDate

------nc:MeasureUnitText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)
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boolean

0-∞

True if a medical history file is known to exist
for a person; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

A name by which a person is known.

------nc:PersonGivenName

string

0-∞

A first name of a person.

------nc:PersonMiddleName

string

0-∞

A middle name of a person.

------nc:PersonSurName

string

0-∞

A last name or family name of a person.

-----nc:PersonMedicalFileIndicator
-----nc:PersonName

------nc:PersonNameSuffixText

string

0-∞

A component that is appended after the
family name that distinguishes members of a
family with the same given, middle, and last
name, e.g., Jr, Sr, III, or otherwise qualifies
the name (e.g., MD, LLD, PhD).

------nc:PersonFullName

string

0-∞

A first full name (to be used if the name
cannot be broken down to the individual
elements)

boolean

0-∞

True if the person is an organ donor.

--

0-∞

An identification with a kind that is not
explicitly defined in the standard that refers
to a person within a certain domain.
These are state ID cards or other non-license
and non-fingerprint based IDs.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

-----nc:PersonOrganDonorIndicator

-----nc:PersonOtherIdentification

------nc:IdentificationID
------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
-------nc:JurisdictionText

-----nc:PersonRaceText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

string

0-∞

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
A classification of a person based on factors
such as geographical locations and genetics.
The choices for the code are:
• ASIAN
• BLACK
• AMERICAN INDIAN
• UNKNOWN
• WHITE
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0-∞

The gender or sex of a person.
Include the standard description of the
period. The choices for the text are:
• FEMALE
• MALE
• UNKNOWN

--

0-∞

A 9-digit numeric identifier assigned to a
living person by the U.S. Social Security
Administration. A social security number of a
person. Sometimes referred to as a SSN.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A measurement of the weight of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

-----n2c:PersonEmergencyContactInformation

--

0-∞

------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-----nc:PersonSexText

-----nc:PersonSSNIdentification
------nc:IdentificationID
------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
-------nc:JurisdictionText
-----nc:PersonWeightMeasure
------nc:MeasureValueText
------nc:MeasureDate

------nc:MeasureUnitText

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

string

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.

A set of details about how to contact a
person or an organization in case of an
emergency
The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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-------nc:AddressState

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

-------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

--------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

------n2c:ContactName

string

0-∞

The name of the Contact

-----n2c:DriverLicense

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

------j:DriverLicenseIdentification

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

--------nc:JurisdictionText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry

-------nc:IdentificationID
-------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

------nc:AddressState
-------nc:StateName

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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------nc:AddressCountry

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

-------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------n2c:ResidenceDateRange

--

0-∞

The Range in which a person resided at an
address

-------nc:StartDate

--

0-∞

A start date.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

An end date.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-----j:RegisteredSexOffender

--

0-∞

------j:RegisteredOffenderEndDate

--

0-∞

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a person initially registered as an
offender.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a person must being registering as an
offender.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

------j:RegisteredOffenderStatusIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if the registered offender status of a
Subject is current; false otherwise.

-----j:PersonConcealedFirearmPermitHolderIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a person has a permit for a concealed
firearm or gun; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

Details about any communication impairment
a person might have

-------nc:EndDate

------j:RegisteredOffenderEntryDate

------j:RegisteredOffenderStartDate

-----n2c:CommunicationImpairment

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

A person who is required to register as a
sexual offender.
A date a person no longer must register as
an offender.
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boolean

0-∞

True if the person has a communication
impairment

string

0-∞

Detais about the communication impairment

----nc:GenericEntity

--

0-∞

A name of an entity to whom a registration is
issued. Used when it is not known if the
registrant is a person or an organization.

-----nc:EntityName

string

0-∞

An Name to whom a Lessee is issued.

-----nc:EntityContactInformation

--

0-∞

A set of contact information for an entity.

------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

-------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

--------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

-----nc:EntityDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A description of an entity.

--

0-∞

An entity which conveys items by way of a
lease.

------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentIndicator

------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentDescription

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry

---n2c:Lessor

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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----nc:EntityOrganization

--

0-∞

An organization to whom a Lessor is issued.

string

0-∞

A kind or functional type of organization.

--

0-∞

A location of an organization.

------nc:LocationName

string

0-∞

A name of a location.

-----nc:OrganizationName

string

0-∞

A name of an organization.

-----nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation

--

0-∞

A preferred means of contacting an
organization.

------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

-------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

----n2c:Person

--

0-∞

A person to whom a Lessor is issued.

-----nc:PersonBirthDate

--

0-∞

A date a person was born.

date

0-1

A full date.

-----nc:OrganizationCategoryText
-----nc:OrganizationLocation

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry

--------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

------nc:Date

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-----nc:PersonEthnicityText

string

0-∞

A code set identifying a cultural lineage of a
person.

-----nc:PersonEyeColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the eyes of a person.

-----nc:PersonHairColorText

string

0-∞

A color of the hair of a person.

-----nc:PersonHeightMeasure

--

0-∞

A measurement of the height of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

string

0-∞

A unit that qualifies the measurement value.

boolean

0-∞

True if a medical history file is known to exist
for a person; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

A name by which a person is known.

------nc:PersonGivenName

string

0-∞

A first name of a person.

------nc:PersonMiddleName

string

0-∞

A middle name of a person.

------nc:PersonSurName

string

0-∞

A last name or family name of a person.

------nc:MeasureValueText
------nc:MeasureDate

------nc:MeasureUnitText
-----nc:PersonMedicalFileIndicator
-----nc:PersonName

A component that is appended after the
family name that distinguishes members of a
family with the same given, middle, and last
name, e.g., Jr, Sr, III, or otherwise qualifies
the name (e.g., MD, LLD, PhD).
A first full name (to be used if the name
cannot be broken down to the individual
elements)

------nc:PersonNameSuffixText

string

0-∞

------nc:PersonFullName

string

0-∞

boolean

0-∞

True if the person is an organ donor.

0-∞

An identification with a kind that is not
explicitly defined in the standard that refers
to a person within a certain domain.
These are state ID cards or other non-license
and non-fingerprint based IDs.

-----nc:PersonOrganDonorIndicator

-----nc:PersonOtherIdentification

Vehicle and Registration Responses (rel. 3.0.0)

--
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------nc:IdentificationID

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.

0-∞

A classification of a person based on factors
such as geographical locations and genetics.
The choices for the code are:
• ASIAN
• BLACK
• AMERICAN INDIAN
• UNKNOWN
• WHITE

0-∞

The gender or sex of a person.
Include the standard description of the
period. The choices for the text are:
• FEMALE
• MALE
• UNKNOWN

--

0-∞

A 9-digit numeric identifier assigned to a
living person by the U.S. Social Security
Administration. A social security number of a
person. Sometimes referred to as a SSN.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

A measurement of the weight of a person.

string

0-∞

A textual description of a measurement
value.

--

0-∞

A date a measurement was made.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction

-----nc:PersonRaceText

-----nc:PersonSexText

-----nc:PersonSSNIdentification
------nc:IdentificationID
------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
-------nc:JurisdictionText
-----nc:PersonWeightMeasure
------nc:MeasureValueText
------nc:MeasureDate
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string

string

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.
An area in which an organization or person
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------nc:MeasureUnitText

string

0-∞

-----n2c:PersonEmergencyContactInformation

--

0-∞

------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

-------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

--------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

------n2c:ContactName

string

0-∞

The name of the Contact

-----n2c:DriverLicense

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

------j:DriverLicenseIdentification

--

0-∞

Details about a driver's license identifier,
including the number and state.

string

0-∞

An identifier.

--

0-∞

An area, region, or unit where a unique
identification is issued.

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry

-------nc:IdentificationID
-------nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
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A unit that qualifies the measurement value.
A set of details about how to contact a
person or an organization in case of an
emergency
The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
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--------nc:JurisdictionText

An area in which an organization or person
has some kind of authoritative capacity or
responsibility over.
Details about the place in which a person
lives. - Use when the residence is different
from the mailing address.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".

string

0-∞

--

0-∞

------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

A name of a city or town.

------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

-------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------n2c:ResidenceDateRange

--

0-∞

The Range in which a person resided at an
address

-------nc:StartDate

--

0-∞

A start date.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

An end date.

--------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

--------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-----j:RegisteredSexOffender

--

0-∞

------j:RegisteredOffenderEndDate

--

0-∞

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

-----n2c:PersonResidentialAddress

------nc:AddressState
-------nc:StateName
------nc:AddressCountry

-------nc:EndDate
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A person who is required to register as a
sexual offender.
A date a person no longer must register as
an offender.
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--

0-∞

A date a person initially registered as an
offender.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

--

0-∞

A date a person must being registering as an
offender.

-------nc:Date

date

0-1

A full date.

-------nc:YearDate

year

0-1

A full year.

------j:RegisteredOffenderStatusIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if the registered offender status of a
Subject is current; false otherwise.

-----j:PersonConcealedFirearmPermitHolderIndicator

boolean

0-∞

True if a person has a permit for a concealed
firearm or gun; false otherwise.

--

0-∞

Details about any communication impairment
a person might have

boolean

0-∞

True if the person has a communication
impairment

string

0-∞

Detais about the communication impairment

----nc:GenericEntity

--

0-∞

A name of an entity to whom a registration is
issued. Used when it is not known if the
registrant is a person or an organization.

-----nc:EntityName

string

0-∞

An Name to whom a Lessor is issued.

-----nc:EntityContactInformation

--

0-∞

A set of contact information for an entity.

------nc:ContactMailingAddress

--

0-∞

-------nc:AddressFullText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressDeliveryPointText

string

0-∞

-------nc:AddressCityName

string

0-∞

------j:RegisteredOffenderEntryDate

------j:RegisteredOffenderStartDate

-----n2c:CommunicationImpairment
------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentIndicator

------n2c:CommunicationImpairmentDescription
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The mailing address of a person or
organization.
A complete Address reference (to be used if
the Address cannot be broken down to the
individual elements)
A complete street reference, e.g., "123 Main
Street NW".
A name of a city or town.
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-------nc:AddressCountyName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

--

0-∞

Details about a state.

string

0-∞

A name of a state, commonwealth, province,
or other sub region of a country.

--

0-∞

Details about a Country.

--------nc:CountryName

string

0-∞

A name of a county.

-------nc:AddressPostalCode

string

0-∞

A zip code or postal code.

------nc:ContactTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

The Phone Number of a person or
organization.

-------nc:FullTelephoneNumber

--

0-∞

A full telephone number.

--------nc:TelephoneNumberFullID

string

0-∞

A full telephone number.

-----nc:EntityDescriptionText

string

0-∞

A description of an entity.

-------nc:AddressState
--------nc:StateName
-------nc:AddressCountry

Sample XML:
Registration Match List Response:
The following is a sample Registration Match List response in XML format.
...
<nrm2:RegistrationMatch xmlns:n2c="http://www.nlets.org/niem/nlets-core/2.0" xmlns:nc="http://release.niem.gov/niem/niem-core/5.0/"
xmlns:j="http://release.niem.gov/niem/domains/jxdm/7.0/" xmlns:nrm2="http://www.nlets.org/niem/nlets-registration-match/2.0">
<n2c:Caveat>
<nc:CaveatText>Caveat Text</nc:CaveatText>
</n2c:Caveat>
<nrm2:IndividualMatch>
<n2c:Vehicle>
<nc:VehicleIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>String</nc:JurisdictionText>
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</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</nc:VehicleIdentification>
<n2c:VehicleMakeText>String</n2c:VehicleMakeText>
<n2c:VehicleModelText>String</n2c:VehicleModelText>
<n2c:ConveyanceRegistration>
<j:RegistrationEffectiveDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:RegistrationEffectiveDate>
<j:RegistrationExpirationDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:RegistrationExpirationDate>
<n2c:RegistrationHolder>
<n2c:Person>
<nc:PersonBirthDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</nc:PersonBirthDate>
<nc:PersonEthnicityText>String</nc:PersonEthnicityText>
<nc:PersonEyeColorText>String</nc:PersonEyeColorText>
<nc:PersonHairColorText>String</nc:PersonHairColorText>
<nc:PersonHeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>511</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>ft</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:PersonHeightMeasure>
<nc:PersonName>
<nc:PersonGivenName>String</nc:PersonGivenName>
<nc:PersonMiddleName>String</nc:PersonMiddleName>
<nc:PersonSurName>String</nc:PersonSurName>
<nc:PersonNameSuffixText>String</nc:PersonNameSuffixText>
<nc:PersonFullName>String</nc:PersonFullName>
</nc:PersonName>
<nc:PersonRaceText>W</nc:PersonRaceText>
<nc:PersonSexText>M</nc:PersonSexText>
<nc:PersonSSNIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>555-44-3333</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>String</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</nc:PersonSSNIdentification>
<nc:PersonWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>250</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lbs</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:PersonWeightMeasure>
<n2c:PersonResidentialAddress>
<nc:AddressFullText>String</nc:AddressFullText>
<nc:AddressCityName>String</nc:AddressCityName>
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<nc:AddressCountyName>String</nc:AddressCountyName>
<nc:AddressState>
<nc:StateName>String</nc:StateName>
</nc:AddressState>
<nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:CountryName>String</nc:CountryName>
</nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:AddressPostalCode>String</nc:AddressPostalCode>
</n2c:PersonResidentialAddress>
</n2c:Person>
</n2c:RegistrationHolder>
<n2c:RegistrationHolder>
<nc:GenericEntity>
<nc:EntityName>String</nc:EntityName>
<nc:EntityContactInformation>
<nc:ContactMailingAddress>
<nc:AddressFullText>String</nc:AddressFullText>
<nc:AddressCityName>String</nc:AddressCityName>
<nc:AddressCountyName>String</nc:AddressCountyName>
<nc:AddressState>
<nc:StateName>String</nc:StateName>
</nc:AddressState>
<nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:CountryName>String</nc:CountryName>
</nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:AddressPostalCode>String</nc:AddressPostalCode>
</nc:ContactMailingAddress>
</nc:EntityContactInformation>
<nc:EntityDescriptionText>String</nc:EntityDescriptionText>
</nc:GenericEntity>
</n2c:RegistrationHolder>
<j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>String</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateIdentification>
</n2c:ConveyanceRegistration>
</n2c:Vehicle>
</nrm2:IndividualMatch>
</nrm2:RegistrationMatch>...
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Registration Status Response:
The following is a sample Registration History response in XML format. The data contained in the Registration Status response is a subset of the
data contained in the Registration History response, so only a History response is shown:
...
<nrs2:RegistrationStatus xmlns:n2c="http://www.nlets.org/niem/nlets-core/2.0" xmlns:nc="http://release.niem.gov/niem/niem-core/5.0/"
xmlns:j="http://release.niem.gov/niem/domains/jxdm/7.0/" xmlns:nrs2="http://www.nlets.org/niem/nlets-registration-status/2.0">
<n2c:AdditionalInformation>
<n2c:StateElement>
<n2c:ElementFieldName>String</n2c:ElementFieldName>
<n2c:ElementFieldValue>String</n2c:ElementFieldValue>
</n2c:StateElement>
</n2c:AdditionalInformation>
<n2c:Caveat>
<nc:CaveatText>String</nc:CaveatText>
</n2c:Caveat>
<nrs2:StandardResponse>
<n2c:Vehicle>
<nc:ConveyanceColorPrimaryText>String</nc:ConveyanceColorPrimaryText>
<nc:ConveyanceColorSecondaryText>String</nc:ConveyanceColorSecondaryText>
<nc:ItemLeaseIndicator>true</nc:ItemLeaseIndicator>
<nc:ItemLengthMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>10</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>ft</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:ItemLengthMeasure>
<nc:ItemModelYearDate>2001</nc:ItemModelYearDate>
<nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID>String</nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID>
<nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText>Stringy</nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText>
<nc:ItemStyleText>1J</nc:ItemStyleText>
<nc:ConveyanceEngineQuantity>10000</nc:ConveyanceEngineQuantity>
<nc:ConveyanceFuelCategoryText>String</nc:ConveyanceFuelCategoryText>
<nc:VehicleCMVIndicator>false</nc:VehicleCMVIndicator>
<nc:VehicleDoorQuantity>4</nc:VehicleDoorQuantity>
<nc:VehicleIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>AZ</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</nc:VehicleIdentification>
<n2c:VehicleMakeText>TOYT</n2c:VehicleMakeText>
<n2c:VehicleModelText>CRO</n2c:VehicleModelText>
<nc:VehicleMSRPAmount>
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<nc:Amount>1000</nc:Amount>
</nc:VehicleMSRPAmount>
<nc:VehicleOdometerReadingMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>12000</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>M</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleOdometerReadingMeasure>
<nc:VehiclePassengerSafeQuantity>4</nc:VehiclePassengerSafeQuantity>
<nc:VehicleSeatingQuantity>5</nc:VehicleSeatingQuantity>
<nc:VehicleTransmissionCategoryText>String</nc:VehicleTransmissionCategoryText>
<nc:VehicleAxleQuantity>4</nc:VehicleAxleQuantity>
<nc:VehicleCurrentWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3150</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleCurrentWeightMeasure>
<nc:VehicleGrossLadenSumWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3150</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleGrossLadenSumWeightMeasure>
<nc:VehicleGrossLadenUnitWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3150</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleGrossLadenUnitWeightMeasure>
<nc:VehicleMaximumLoadWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3150</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleMaximumLoadWeightMeasure>
<nc:VehicleUnladenWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3150</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleUnladenWeightMeasure>
<j:VehicleAugmentation>
<j:VehicleInvoiceDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:VehicleInvoiceDate>
<j:VehicleInvoiceIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>String</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</j:VehicleInvoiceIdentification>
<j:VehicleVINAText>String</j:VehicleVINAText>
<j:VehicleBrand>
<j:VehicleBrandDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:VehicleBrandDate>
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<j:VehicleBrandText>07</j:VehicleBrandText>
</j:VehicleBrand>
<j:VehicleBrander>
<j:VehicleBranderIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>String</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</j:VehicleBranderIdentification>
</j:VehicleBrander>
<j:VehicleTitle>
<n2c:TitleHolder>
<nc:GenericEntity>
<nc:EntityName>String</nc:EntityName>
<nc:EntityContactInformation>
<nc:ContactMailingAddress>
<nc:AddressFullText>String</nc:AddressFullText>
<nc:AddressCityName>String</nc:AddressCityName>
<nc:AddressCountyName>String</nc:AddressCountyName>
<nc:AddressState>
<nc:StateName>AZ</nc:StateName>
</nc:AddressState>
<nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:CountryName>US</nc:CountryName>
</nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:AddressPostalCode>85085</nc:AddressPostalCode>
</nc:ContactMailingAddress>
</nc:EntityContactInformation>
<nc:EntityDescriptionText>String</nc:EntityDescriptionText>
</nc:GenericEntity>
</n2c:TitleHolder>
<j:TitleIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>String</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</j:TitleIdentification>
<j:TitleIssueDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:TitleIssueDate>
<j:TitleStatus>
<nc:StatusText>String</nc:StatusText>
<nc:StatusDescriptionText>String</nc:StatusDescriptionText>
<nc:StatusDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
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</nc:StatusDate>
</j:TitleStatus>
</j:VehicleTitle>
</j:VehicleAugmentation>
<n2c:ConveyanceRegistration>
<j:RegistrationAuthorityName>UT</j:RegistrationAuthorityName>
<j:RegistrationDuplicateQuantity>0</j:RegistrationDuplicateQuantity>
<j:RegistrationEffectiveDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:RegistrationEffectiveDate>
<j:RegistrationExpirationDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:RegistrationExpirationDate>
<n2c:RegistrationHolder>
<n2c:Person>
<nc:PersonBirthDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</nc:PersonBirthDate>
<nc:PersonDigitalImage>
<nc:BinaryCategoryText>String</nc:BinaryCategoryText>
<nc:BinaryAvailableIndicator>true</nc:BinaryAvailableIndicator>
<nc:Base64BinaryObject>String</nc:Base64BinaryObject>
<nc:BinaryCaptureDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
<nc:YearDate>2001</nc:YearDate>
</nc:BinaryCaptureDate>
<nc:BinaryFormatText>jpeg</nc:BinaryFormatText>
</nc:PersonDigitalImage>
<nc:PersonEthnicityText>W</nc:PersonEthnicityText>
<nc:PersonEyeColorText>BRO</nc:PersonEyeColorText>
<nc:PersonHairColorText>BRO</nc:PersonHairColorText>
<nc:PersonHeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>511</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>ft</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:PersonHeightMeasure>
<nc:PersonMedicalFileIndicator>true</nc:PersonMedicalFileIndicator>
<nc:PersonName>
<nc:PersonGivenName>String</nc:PersonGivenName>
<nc:PersonMiddleName>String</nc:PersonMiddleName>
<nc:PersonSurName>String</nc:PersonSurName>
<nc:PersonNameSuffixText>String</nc:PersonNameSuffixText>
<nc:PersonFullName>String</nc:PersonFullName>
</nc:PersonName>
<nc:PersonOrganDonorIndicator>true</nc:PersonOrganDonorIndicator>
<nc:PersonOtherIdentification>
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<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>UT</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</nc:PersonOtherIdentification>
<nc:PersonRaceText>W</nc:PersonRaceText>
<nc:PersonSexText>M</nc:PersonSexText>
<nc:PersonSSNIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>555-44-3333</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>UT</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</nc:PersonSSNIdentification>
<nc:PersonWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>250</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lbs</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:PersonWeightMeasure>
<n2c:PersonEmergencyContactInformation>
<nc:ContactMailingAddress>
<nc:AddressFullText>String</nc:AddressFullText>
<nc:AddressCityName>String</nc:AddressCityName>
<nc:AddressCountyName>String</nc:AddressCountyName>
<nc:AddressState>
<nc:StateName>AZ</nc:StateName>
</nc:AddressState>
<nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:CountryName>US</nc:CountryName>
</nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:AddressPostalCode>85085</nc:AddressPostalCode>
</nc:ContactMailingAddress>
<nc:ContactTelephoneNumber>
<nc:FullTelephoneNumber>
<nc:TelephoneNumberFullID>623-308-3531</nc:TelephoneNumberFullID>
</nc:FullTelephoneNumber>
</nc:ContactTelephoneNumber>
<n2c:ContactName>String</n2c:ContactName>
</n2c:PersonEmergencyContactInformation>
<n2c:PersonResidentialAddress>
<nc:AddressFullText>String</nc:AddressFullText>
<nc:AddressCityName>String</nc:AddressCityName>
<nc:AddressCountyName>String</nc:AddressCountyName>
<nc:AddressState>
<nc:StateName>AZ</nc:StateName>
</nc:AddressState>
<nc:AddressCountry>
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<nc:CountryName>US</nc:CountryName>
</nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:AddressPostalCode>85085</nc:AddressPostalCode>
<n2c:ResidenceDateRange>
<nc:StartDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</nc:StartDate>
<nc:EndDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</nc:EndDate>
</n2c:ResidenceDateRange>
</n2c:PersonResidentialAddress>
<j:RegisteredSexOffender>
<j:RegisteredOffenderEndDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:RegisteredOffenderEndDate>
<j:RegisteredOffenderEntryDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:RegisteredOffenderEntryDate>
<j:RegisteredOffenderStartDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:RegisteredOffenderStartDate>
<j:RegisteredOffenderStatusIndicator>false</j:RegisteredOffenderStatusIndicator>
</j:RegisteredSexOffender>
<j:PersonConcealedFirearmPermitHolderIndicator>true</j:PersonConcealedFirearmPermitHolderIndicator>
<n2c:CommunicationImpairment>
<n2c:CommunicationImpairmentIndicator>true</n2c:CommunicationImpairmentIndicator>
<n2c:CommunicationImpairmentDescription>String</n2c:CommunicationImpairmentDescription>
</n2c:CommunicationImpairment>
</n2c:Person>
</n2c:RegistrationHolder>
<j:RegistrationIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>AZ</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</j:RegistrationIdentification>
<j:RegistrationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>AZ</nc:JurisdictionText>
</j:RegistrationJurisdiction>
<j:RegistrationStatus>
<nc:StatusText>String</nc:StatusText>
<nc:StatusDescriptionText>String</nc:StatusDescriptionText>
<nc:StatusDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
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</nc:StatusDate>
</j:RegistrationStatus>
<j:ConveyanceRegistrationDecal>
<nc:DecalID>String</nc:DecalID>
<nc:DecalColorText>String</nc:DecalColorText>
<nc:DecalPeriodText>String</nc:DecalPeriodText>
<nc:DecalYearDate>2001</nc:DecalYearDate>
<nc:DecalMonthDate>--12</nc:DecalMonthDate>
</j:ConveyanceRegistrationDecal>
<j:ConveyanceRegistrationGrossWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3214</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</j:ConveyanceRegistrationGrossWeightMeasure>
<j:ConveyanceRegistrationLocation>
<nc:LocationName>AZ</nc:LocationName>
</j:ConveyanceRegistrationLocation>
<j:ConveyanceRegistrationPermanentIndicator>true</j:ConveyanceRegistrationPermanentIndicator>
<j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>AZ</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateIdentification>
<j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateCategoryText>String</j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateCategoryText>
<j:ConveyanceRegistrationStatus>
<nc:StatusText>String</nc:StatusText>
<nc:StatusDescriptionText>String</nc:StatusDescriptionText>
<nc:StatusDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</nc:StatusDate>
<n2c:ConveyanceRegistrationStatusText>String</n2c:ConveyanceRegistrationStatusText>
<j:ConveyanceRegistrationStatusDetailText>String</j:ConveyanceRegistrationStatusDetailText>
</j:ConveyanceRegistrationStatus>
<n2c:TemporaryTagIndicator>true</n2c:TemporaryTagIndicator>
<n2c:DealerPlateIndicator>true</n2c:DealerPlateIndicator>
<n2c:RegistrationYear>2001</n2c:RegistrationYear>
</n2c:ConveyanceRegistration>
<j:CommercialVehicle>
<nc:ItemLeaseIndicator>true</nc:ItemLeaseIndicator>
<nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID>String</nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID>
<nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText>String</nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText>
<nc:ConveyanceEngineQuantity>20000</nc:ConveyanceEngineQuantity>
<nc:ConveyanceFuelCategoryText>String</nc:ConveyanceFuelCategoryText>
<nc:VehicleCMVIndicator>true</nc:VehicleCMVIndicator>
<nc:VehicleDoorQuantity>4</nc:VehicleDoorQuantity>
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<nc:VehicleIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>AZ</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</nc:VehicleIdentification>
<n2c:VehicleMakeText>MAKV</n2c:VehicleMakeText>
<n2c:VehicleModelText>MOD</n2c:VehicleModelText>
<nc:VehicleMSRPAmount>
<nc:Amount>1000</nc:Amount>
</nc:VehicleMSRPAmount>
<nc:VehicleOdometerReadingMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>123456</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText />
</nc:VehicleOdometerReadingMeasure>
<nc:VehiclePassengerSafeQuantity>4</nc:VehiclePassengerSafeQuantity>
<nc:VehicleSeatingQuantity>4</nc:VehicleSeatingQuantity>
<nc:VehicleTransmissionCategoryText>String</nc:VehicleTransmissionCategoryText>
<nc:VehicleAxleQuantity>4</nc:VehicleAxleQuantity>
<nc:VehicleCurrentWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3216</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleCurrentWeightMeasure>
<nc:VehicleGrossLadenSumWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3216</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleGrossLadenSumWeightMeasure>
<nc:VehicleGrossLadenUnitWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3216</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleGrossLadenUnitWeightMeasure>
<nc:VehicleMaximumLoadWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3216</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleMaximumLoadWeightMeasure>
<nc:VehicleUnladenWeightMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>3216</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>lb</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</nc:VehicleUnladenWeightMeasure>
</j:CommercialVehicle>
<nc:Insurance>
<nc:InsurancePolicyIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>AZ</nc:JurisdictionText>
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</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</nc:InsurancePolicyIdentification>
<nc:InsuranceCarrierName>String</nc:InsuranceCarrierName>
<nc:InsuranceEffectiveDateRange>
<nc:StartDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</nc:StartDate>
<nc:EndDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</nc:EndDate>
</nc:InsuranceEffectiveDateRange>
</nc:Insurance>
<j:Engine>
<nc:ItemLeaseIndicator>true</nc:ItemLeaseIndicator>
<nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID>String</nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID>
<nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText>String</nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText>
<j:EngineCylinderQuantity>0</j:EngineCylinderQuantity>
<j:EngineID>String</j:EngineID>
<j:EngineDisplacementMeasure>
<nc:MeasureValueText>321</nc:MeasureValueText>
<nc:MeasureUnitText>cc</nc:MeasureUnitText>
</j:EngineDisplacementMeasure>
<j:EngineHorsepowerQuantity>123</j:EngineHorsepowerQuantity>
</j:Engine>
<j:VehicleInspection>
<nc:ActivityIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>AZ</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</nc:ActivityIdentification>
<nc:ActivityDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</nc:ActivityDate>
<nc:ActivityDescriptionText>String</nc:ActivityDescriptionText>
<j:VehicleInspectionAddress>
<nc:AddressFullText>String</nc:AddressFullText>
<nc:AddressCityName>String</nc:AddressCityName>
<nc:AddressCountyName>String</nc:AddressCountyName>
<nc:AddressState>
<nc:StateName>String</nc:StateName>
</nc:AddressState>
<nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:CountryName>US</nc:CountryName>
</nc:AddressCountry>
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<nc:AddressPostalCode>85085</nc:AddressPostalCode>
</j:VehicleInspectionAddress>
<j:VehicleInspectionInspectorIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>AZ</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</j:VehicleInspectionInspectorIdentification>
<j:VehicleInspectionStationIdentification>
<nc:IdentificationID>String</nc:IdentificationID>
<nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
<nc:JurisdictionText>AZ</nc:JurisdictionText>
</nc:IdentificationJurisdiction>
</j:VehicleInspectionStationIdentification>
</j:VehicleInspection>
<n2c:LienHolder>
<j:Lien>
<j:LienDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:LienDate>
<j:LienReleaseDate>
<nc:Date>1957-08-13</nc:Date>
</j:LienReleaseDate>
</j:Lien>
<nc:GenericEntity>
<nc:EntityName>String</nc:EntityName>
<nc:EntityContactInformation>
<nc:ContactTelephoneNumber>
<nc:FullTelephoneNumber>
<nc:TelephoneNumberFullID>623-308-3531</nc:TelephoneNumberFullID>
</nc:FullTelephoneNumber>
</nc:ContactTelephoneNumber>
</nc:EntityContactInformation>
<nc:EntityDescriptionText>String</nc:EntityDescriptionText>
</nc:GenericEntity>
</n2c:LienHolder>
<n2c:Lessor>
<nc:EntityOrganization>
<nc:OrganizationCategoryText>String</nc:OrganizationCategoryText>
<nc:OrganizationLocation>
<nc:LocationName>AZ</nc:LocationName>
</nc:OrganizationLocation>
<nc:OrganizationName>String</nc:OrganizationName>
<nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation>
<nc:ContactMailingAddress>
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<nc:AddressFullText>String</nc:AddressFullText>
<nc:AddressCityName>String</nc:AddressCityName>
<nc:AddressCountyName>String</nc:AddressCountyName>
<nc:AddressState>
<nc:StateName>AZ</nc:StateName>
</nc:AddressState>
<nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:CountryName>US</nc:CountryName>
</nc:AddressCountry>
<nc:AddressPostalCode>85085</nc:AddressPostalCode>
</nc:ContactMailingAddress>
</nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation>
</nc:EntityOrganization>
</n2c:Lessor>
</n2c:Vehicle>
</nrs2:StandardResponse>
</nrs2:RegistrationStatus>...
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Mapping Nlets XML:
The following tables list the elements in the Nlets XML responses, the Nlets Legacy response and their corresponding AAMVA elements. The
Nlets XML column lists the tag names of the elements and attributes in the message and the source column identifies the code and name of the
corresponding AAMVA element.

Registration Match List Response:
Nlets XML
nc:OrganizationName
nc:PersonBirthDate
nc:PersonName
nc:PersonSexText
j:RegistrationExpirationDate
nc:VehicleIdentification
n2c:VehicleMakeText
nc:ItemModelYearDate
j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateIdentification
j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateCategoryText
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:AddressDeliveryPointText
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:AddressCityName
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:AddressState
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:AddressPostalCode
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:AddressCountyName
n2c:RegistrationHolder
n2c:Person
nc:PersonName
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Nlets
Legacy Tags
NAM
DOB
NAM
SEX
LIY
VIN
VMA
VYR
LIC
LIT

Source in AAMVA Standard
Code
VOWNAM
VOWDOB
VOWNAM
VOWSEX
VRGDEX
VVHIDN
VVHMAK
VVHMYE
VRGPLN
VRGPLT
VOWMAD

Name
OWNER NAME
OWNER BIRTH DATE
OWNER NAME
OWNER SEX
REGISTRATION EXPIRATION DATE
VEHICLE/HULL ID NO (VIN/HIN)
VEHICLE MAKE
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR
PLATE NUMBER
REGISTRATION PLATE TYPE
OWNER MAILING ADDRESS

VOWNAM

OWNER NAME

ADR
CTY
STE
ZIP
COUNTY
NAM
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Registration Status Response:
Nlets XML
nc:DecalColorText
nc:DecalID
nc:DecalMonthDate
nc:DecalPeriodText
nc:DecalYearDate
nc:InsuranceCarrierName
nc:InsuranceEffectiveDateRange
nc:StartDate
nc:InsuranceEffectiveDateRange
nc:EndDate
nc:InsurancePolicyIdentification
n2c:Lessee
nc:EntityOrganization
nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation
n2c:Lessee
nc:EntityOrganization
nc:OrganizationName
n2c:Lessee
n2c:Person
n2c:PersonResidentialAddress
n2c:Lessee
n2c:Person
nc:PersonName
n2c:Lessor
nc:EntityOrganization
nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation
n2c:Lessor
nc:EntityOrganization
nc:OrganizationName
n2c:Lessor
n2c:Person
n2c:PersonResidentialAddress
n2c:Lessor
n2c:Person
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Legacy Tags

Source in AAMVA Standard
Code
VRGPSN
VRGDMO
VRGDTP
VRGDYR
VINNAM
VINPFD

Name
n/a
REGISTRATION STICKER NUMBER ISSUED
REGISTRATION DECAL MONTH
REGISTRATION DECAL TYPE
REGISTRATION DECAL YEAR
INSURANCE COMPANY NAME
INSURANCE POLICY EFFECTIVE DATE

VINPED

INSURANCE POLICY EXPIRATION DATE

VINPNU
VLSMAD

INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER
LESSEE ADDRESS

VLENAM

LESSEE NAME

VLEMAD

LESSEE ADDRESS

VLENAM

LESSEE NAME

VLEMAD

LESSOR ADDRESS

VLSNAM

LESSOR NAME

VLSMAD

LESSOR ADDRESS

VLSNAM

LESSOR NAME
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nc:PersonName
j:LienDate
n2c:LienHolder
nc:EntityOrganization
nc:OrganizationPrimaryContactInformation
n2c:LienHolder
nc:EntityOrganization
nc:OrganizationName
n2c:LienHolder
n2c:Person
n2c:PersonResidentialAddress
n2c:LienHolder
n2c:Person
nc:PersonName
j:LienReleaseDate
nc:AddressCountyName
nc:MeasureDate
nc:PersonBirthDate
nc:PersonName
nc:PersonSexText
nc:ItemLengthMeasure
nc:ItemOwnerAppliedID
j:RegistrationDuplicateQuantity
j:RegistrationEffectiveDate
j:RegistrationExpirationDate
j:RegistrationIdentification
nc:IdentificationJurisdiction
n2c:PersonResidentialAddress
nc:StatusDate
nc:StatusText
j:TitleIdentification
j:TitleIssueDate
j:TitleStatus
nc:StatusDate
j:TitleStatus
nc:StatusText
nc:VehicleAxleQuantity
j:VehicleBrand
j:VehicleBrandDate
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NAM
SEX

LIY

VLNDAT
VLHADD

LIEN DATE
LIENHOLDER ADDRESS

VLHNAM

LIENHOLDER NAME

VLHADD

LIENHOLDER ADDRESS

VLHNAM

LIENHOLDER NAME

VLHRED
VRGCOU
VODDTE
VOWDOB
VOWNAM
VOWSEX
VVHLEN
VVHENU

VRGRSN
BJUCDE
VOWADD
VRGSDT
VRGSTA
VTINUM
VTIIDA
VTISTD

LIEN RELEASE DATE
REGISTRATION COUNTY/MOORAGE COUNTY
ODOMETER DATE
OWNER BIRTH DATE
OWNER NAME
OWNER SEX
VEHICLE LENGTH
EQUIPMENT NUMBER
n/a
REGISTRATION EFFECTIVE DATE
REGISTRATION EXPIRATION DATE (year embedded in the
date)
VEHICLE REGISTRATION SERIAL NUMBER
JURISDICTION CODE
OWNER ADDRESS
REGISTRATION STATUS DATE
REGISTRATION STATUS CODE
TITLE NUMBER
TITLE ISSUE DATE
TITLE STATUS DATE

VTISTA

TITLE STATUS

VVHNAX
VBRCOD
VBRDAO

VEHICLE NUMBER OF AXLES
BRAND CODE
BRAND DATE

VRGDEF
VRGDEX
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j:VehicleBrander
j:VehicleBrandText
nc:ConveyanceColorPrimaryText
nc:ConveyanceColorSecondaryText
nc:VehicleCurrentWeightMeasure
nc:VehicleDoorQuantity
j:EngineCylinderQuantity
j:EngineDisplacementMeasure
j:EngineDisplacementMeasure
nc:MeasureUnitText
j:EngineHorsepowerQuantity
j:EngineID
nc:ConveyanceFuelCategoryText
nc:VehicleGrossLadenSumWeightMeasure
nc:VehicleIdentification
j:VehicleInspection
nc:ActivityDate
j:VehicleInspectionAddress
j:VehicleInspectionInspectorIdentification
j:VehicleInspectionStationIdentification
j:VehicleInvoiceDate
j:VehicleInvoiceIdentification
nc:ItemLeaseIndicator
n2c:VehicleMakeText
nc:VehicleMaximumLoadWeightMeasure
n2c:VehicleModelText
nc:ItemModelYearDate
nc:VehicleMSRPAmount
nc:VehicleOdometerReadingMeasure
nc:MeasureValueText
nc:VehicleOdometerReadingMeasure
nc:MeasureUnitText
nc:ItemOwnershipCategoryText
nc:VehiclePassengerSafeQuantity
j:ConveyanceRegistrationGrossWeightMeasure
j:ConveyanceRegistrationPermanentIndicator
j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateIdentification
j:ConveyanceRegistrationPlateCategoryText
j:ConveyanceRegistrationStatus
nc:VehicleSeatingQuantity
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VCO

VBRDCD
VBRCOD
VVHCOL
VVHCOM
VVHNDO
VVHNCY
VVHEND

VIN

VMA

VYR

LIC
LIT

BRANDER CODE
BRAND CODE
VEHICLE/VESSEL MAJOR COLOR
VEHICLE/VESSEL MINOR COLOR
n/a
VEHICLE NUMBER OF DOORS
VEHICLE NUMBER OF CYLINDERS
VEHICLE ENGINE DISPLACEMENT
n/a

VVHHPW
VVHSEN
VVHFTY
VVHGVW
VVHIDN
VISDTE

VEHICLE HORSEPOWER
VEHICLE STAMPED ENGINE NUMBER
VEHICLE FUEL TYPE
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT
VEHICLE/HULL ID NO (VIN/HIN)
INSPECTION DATE

VISADD
VISINS
VISSTN
VVHIND
VVHINN
VVHLEI
VVHMAK
VVHVWR
VVHMNU
VVHMYE
VVHMSR
VODMTR

INSPECTION ADDRESS
INSPECTION INSPECTOR
INSPECTION STATION NUMBER
VEHICLE INVOICE DATE
VEHICLE INVOICE NUMBER
VEHICLE LEASE INDICATOR
VEHICLE MAKE
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING
VEHICLE MODEL
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR
VEHICLE MSRP
VEHICLE ODOMETER READING

VODUME

VEHICLE ODOMETER UNIT OF MEASURE

VVHNPA
VRGGVW
VRGTYP
VRGPLN
VRGPLT
VRGSTA
VVHNSE

n/a
VEHICLE/VESSEL NUMBER OF PASSENGERS
REGISTERED GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT
REGISTRATION TYPE
PLATE NUMBER
REGISTRATION PLATE TYPE
REGISTRATION STATUS
VEHICLE NUMBER OF SEATS
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nc:ItemStyleText
nc:VehicleTransmissionCategoryText
nc:VehicleUnladenWeightMeasure
j:VehicleVINAText
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:AddressDeliveryPointText
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:AddressCityName
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:AddressState
nc:ContactMailingAddress
j nc:AddressPostalCode
nc:ContactMailingAddress
nc:AddressCountyName
n2c:RegistrationHolder
nc:EntityOrganization
nc:OrganizationName
n2c:RegistrationHolder
n2c:Person
nc:PersonName
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VVHBST
VVHTRA
VVHULW
VVHMNA
VOWMAD

VEHICLE/VESSEL BODY TYPE
VEHICLE TRANSMISSION CODE
VEHICLE UNLADEN WEIGHT
VEHICLE/VESSEL MODEL NAME
OWNER MAILING ADDRESS

NAM

VOWNAM

OWNER NAME

NAM

VOWNAM

OWNER NAME

ADR
CTY
STE
ZIP
COUNTY
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